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ABOUT THE GLOBE
The aim of this internal newsletter is to
act as a central communication tool for
the Goscor employees in order for us to
obtain a better understanding of who
we are as a company, what we do and
our underlying core values, morals and
standards.

It generally covers some internal aspects,
but also focuses primarily on our products,
services, client relationships and
opportunities. It is sent out electronically,
and also appears on the Goscor website.
www.goscor.co.za

EDITOR’S NOTE

Debby Marx, Group Marketing
Comms Manager

Hey to all you fabulous
Goscorians!
Welcome to another jam-packed
Globe!
Spring has sprung and thank heavens
for that! I’m not much of a Winter
person at all and this past Winter
really seemed to drag on forever.
Loving the sweet smell of blossoms
in the air, and although we are not
on the beach, the sunshine definitely
seems to be improving the overall
mood in Jozi.
Hello November? Really? How crazy is
that! As we head into the final stretch
of this year, this is the silly season for
us in the marketing department. We
are preparing for a fabulous year-end
function for head office staff, and I
know the regions are too. Our team
sadly bids farewell to Amanda Wilson,
who is leaving for New Zealand and
welcomes Kirstin Adam who joins the
team, all the way from my old home
town, Maritzburg. Good luck with this
new challenge Kirstin!
InServe, the new holding entity for
our Group is being born as we speak
and we look forward to sharing more
news on this in the new year. It has
been a true privilege for me to start
working with this brand. May I remind
you to like our social media pages and
share our posts with your friends and
families.

The Goscor Group Marketing team

EDITORIAL

LET’S GET SOCIAL

Do you have any newswor thy
information you would like to share in
the Goscor Globe?
If so, why not send us an e-mail?
globe@goscor.co.za

Share and like our pages and spread
the Goscor vibe!
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All the best for the last few weeks of
this year Goscorians.
Let’s give it one last, mighty push!
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CORPORATE CLUES

CEO NOTE
Dear Goscorians,
I was paging through
our Globe before it
went into final print this
month, and a number of
things struck me about
the publication and
about our business, the
Neil Wilson, Goscor Group CEO
wonderful staff who are
so passionate about
what they do every day,
and of course our customers, who put their faith in us when they
invest in or rent the equipment that we provide.
But, what is so amazing for me is how much we give back to
our community through initiatives which happen all around

the country, every month. Initiatives like the 67 minutes on
Mandela Day, the cleaning of Durban’s beaches, the painting
of bookshelves at the GLTC sales conference and our wonderful
charity golf days, where we raised in excess of R400,000 for a
number of fantastic causes. What is so incredibly special is that
you Goscorians give of your precious time and put in huge effort
to support wonderful causes, helping people who so desperately
need it. Wow! I am simply blown away and so proud to be a part
of our Goscor, where giving back is part of who we are. Well done
to all those involved!
We now find ourselves in October - 2016 is just about done! We
have had a turbulent and tough year in our country on many
fronts. The drought that is ravaging our country is having many
consequences; our tertiary education system is in a crisis with
the ongoing student disruptions threatening the academic year,
and our government providing little if any leadership through
these tough times. I encourage
you all to keep your heads down,
keep focused on what we do,
and we will no doubt emerge, as
we always do, as a better, more
efficient and effective business.
Enjoy our Globe and keep
pushing hard to the year end holidays are not far away!
Regards

Neil
GOSCOR GOLF DAYS
GENERATE R400,000 FOR
CSI INITIATIVES
Corporate Social Investment (CSI) is not a project or a programme
that Goscor feels obliged to do. It’s an activity that is woven into
its day-to-day activities. “In the business of creating value for all
our stakeholders, we are mindful of the need to help uplift and
sustain the communities in which we work,” says Goscor Lift
Truck MD, Darryl Shafto.
One of the central vehicles for raising money is the very
successful Goscor golf days held annually in Johannesburg, Cape
Town and Durban. “While these events are fun and excellent for
networking, they play a much more important role. Through the

KZN handover to CANSA

CPT handover to Oasis

generosity of our customers and other stakeholders they raise
substantial funds for CSI purposes,” says Darryl.
Over the past two years the Goscor golf days alone have raised
over R400 000 for CSI and, apart from the JB Matabane School,
other beneficiaries include CANSA, children’s sanctuary Baby
Moses, children’s care centre COMPASS and more.
It is not coincidental that Goscor’s main focus is on education
and the young. “The youth and their education is the foundation
of all development in South Africa and this is where we feel the
money is best spent,” says Darryl.
He adds that the entire Goscor team should be commended
for supporting the CSI programme. “The success is a result of
a concerted Goscor team effort. It is pleasing that this team
understands the crucial role the communities in which we work
play in our successes and that our giving back to them is a show
of our eternal gratitude,” he concludes.
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CORPORATE CLUES

IMENENT LAUNCHED
Imenent is a new era performance management
system developed to improve feedback and build
relationships between employee and manager.
In the past, we used an American-based
performance management system which was
not 100% in line with our South African labour
legislation requirements. Imenent provides
information and analysis of the value each
position holds within the business, plus the
performance level of the individual.
During the months of implementation at
Goscor, it’s amazing to see the closure of some
existing gaps between Manager Expectations
vs. Employee Performance. The system enables
the employee to clearly understand what his/
her manager values and what their expectations
are of the individual member, which in turn
makes life so much easier and productive for
the employee, who is focused on achieving
the desired outcomes as expected by his/her
manager.

GOSCOR CEO FORUM TOP 12
A scrutinising process was recently held where over 800 employees
were afforded the opportunity to be nominated for the CEO Forum.
From the hundreds of applications, 12 names were selected
The selection was not based on the number of years spent at
Goscor, position, experience, race or gender. It was based on each
individual’s potential leadership capabilities. Two assessments
were undertaken, one of which was ecometric testing, namely
how you as a person interact with the environment. During the
process, great potential, loyalty and passion were identified.
The CEO Forum was initiated by Neil Wilson to give potential
leaders the opportunity to understand a holistic view of what
Goscor is all about and what goes on in the lives of the executives.
The initiative is based on the concept that good leadership
futureproofs the growth and success of an organisation.
The final top 5 will soon be announced!

Have you accepted the challenge?
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The CEO Forum’s Top 12 employees

CORPORATE CLUES

MANDELA DAY INITIATIVES
We were blown away by the generosity shown by all the Goscor companies and staff on Mandela Day, where everyone gave generously of
their time, pocket and possessions. Here are a couple of photographs depicting some of the wonderful initiatives that were undertaken.
Well done Goscorians!

The Goscor HO teams collected reading material to donate to the Park Care Centre for the elderly and frail in Parkhurst, JHB. The marketing team brought
lots of yummy goodies to share and spent their 67 minutes on Mandela Day at the centre, giving massages and beauty treatments to the residents.

GPP donated R2500 worth of dog and cat food to SPCA Brakpak, as well as
groceries to the Frank Mynhardt Care Centre for senior citizens.

GAR Cape Town clean the beachfront at Melkbos Strand.

GLTC KZN assisting Lakehaven Orphanage
which burnt down in Durban in July.

GOSCOR GLOBE - Issue 3: 2016
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COVER STORY

A NEW STATE-OF-THE-ART PREMISES IN EAST LONDON
GLTC officially opened its new full-service, 2000m², East London
branch premises on 8th September 2016. GLTC MD, Darryl
Shafto paid tribute to branch manager, Mark Rennie, and his
team for a sterling performance over the past two years.

they continue to ensure that GLTC products sold through their
branch have the lowest cost-of-ownership in the industry, which
is, after all the hallmark of a great equipment supplier,” Darryl
concludes.

Currently, two of the biggest customers of the branch are supply
chain logistics service providers, InSync Solutions and Anax
Logistics, which provides Mercedes South Africa with a range
of non-core services. “We have dedicated ourselves to giving
these customers – as with all our customers – the best possible
service. By taking full responsibility for the MHE function we try to
free our customers to focus on their core business,” says Mark.

Principles of success
Darryl says that GLTC’s success is founded on two fundamental
principles: Firstly, the integration of the sales and service
functions to create a well-oiled team able to provide its customers
with the correct solutions in double-quick time; and, secondly,
the concept that the foundation of world-class service is world
class product.
“The East London branch has all of this - outstanding people,
great product and now a state-of the-art facility from which it can
service its clients. We wish them good luck for the future and may

The proud GLTC EL team

Some Insights
• A high percentage of decision makers were present
• Future customers expressed their frustration and
disappointment on service levels received from other
Forklift companies
• Customers (and future) were impressed with our
premises; our commitment as to what we have to offer,
instilling confidence going forward
• We received mails on Friday morning thanking us for the
evening. In addition, we received mails requesting that
we visit and advise on electric units going forward
• Some companies didn’t know that we sold tyres, forks,
pallet jacks and seats and have already requested pricing
Happy EL customers
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AFRICA

BOBCAT SIGNS UP A NEW
DEALER IN BOTSWANA

GHR TAKES GENIE TO
INDIAN OCEAN ISLANDS

Mike Denbury, CEO of Parts Sales Botswana met with
Randhir Haripersad, GM of Africa for the Goscor Group on
the 29th of August 2016 to finalise a long overdue dealer
agreement with Bobcat SA. Part Sales has been retailing
Bobcat equipment on an adhoc basis for many years.

GHR signed an exclusive Genie dealership agreement with
Mechanization Company Ltd - Mauritius (Mecom) for the
Indian Ocean islands. Mecom, based in Mauritius, has been
in existence for 42 years servicing this region, and is also the
exclusive dealer for JCB, Cummins, Still forklifts and other
smaller brands. They have previously purchased units from
GHR. Our team engaged with Mecom’s industrial division
head, Laurent Rouge and Denis Lagesse, Group General
Manager.

“When we saw an opportunity to engage with them, we
progressed the discussion into completing a business plan,
which resulted in signing an exclusive dealer agreement with
Parts Sales for the Botswana market” said Randhir.
They recently opened the doors of their new state-of-the- art
facility, which boasts world-class offices, parts and service
departments to deliver Goscor standard services to the
Botswana market.
“We believe that Parts Sales has the correct infrastructure
to promote and support the Bobcat range of equipment.
They have a strong sales and aftersales support team,” adds
Randhir.
Parts Sales Botswana is well known in the Botswana market,
since 1987. They have been in the capital equipment industry
for over 25 years and are regarded as a trusted solutions
provider in the country.

Denis Lagesse – Group General Manager (Mecom); Randhir
Haripersad – General Manager Africa (Goscor Group of Companies)

UNDER THE MAGNIFYING
GLASS – DAUNTING AFRICA
The El Niño-induced drought is not just a South African problem
but also a regional one that stretches from the Cape to Ethiopia,
where 10% of the population is facing famine.
A drought crisis, particularly in neighbouring
countries, is bound to affect South Africa
negatively, with problems ranging from
food security to overloading at ports and
even mass migration.
Parts Sales Botswana’s new state-of-the-art premises

South Africa is also feeling the effects of
the drought as maize harvests are expected
to be significantly lower and abattoirs are full
because of farmers sending animals, which
they will soon struggle to feed, for slaughter.
Grain SA economist Wandile Sihlobo said that, of the maize
consumed in the Southern African Development Community,
40% is produced in South Africa and so lower local production
will have a significant impact on the region.

Randhir Haripersad - General Manager Africa, Mike Denbury - CEO,
Part Sales and Andrew Lai - Acting MD, Bobcat SA

South Africa will need to import an estimated five million tonnes
of maize between May this year and April 2017, which will weigh
heavily on the trade deficit. Import estimates are based on the
fact that farmers have planted 1.3-million hectares of maize this
season, half of the usual 2.6-million hectares. But hopes for a
successful harvest are higher following some promising rains in
the eastern part of the country recently.
Courtesy Lisa Steyn - Mail & Guardian Online
GOSCOR GLOBE - Issue 3: 2016
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GLTC SALES CONFERENCE
IN DRAKENSBERG

given to individuals who performed exceptionally well over the
past year - congratulations to all!

The annual GLTC Sales Conference was hosted at the
Drakensberg Sun from the 22nd - 24th July, and the theme
“Tough Times Never Last. Tough Teams Do” was incorporated
throughout the three-day conference.

Saturday brought a new meaning to the activity “team building”
as the group divided into teams and set about the humbling
task of building and painting bookshelves for underprivileged
schools within the community. These along with ten bicycles
and children’s books were donated to the school with a further
donation of R10 000 in cash towards the community.

The conference kicked off on Friday afternoon with a motivational
speaker, who emphasised the importance of working together as
a team and taking responsibility. Following this, recognition was

A big THANK YOU goes to Yvette Greyling for all the time and
planning that went into this year’s Sales Conference. It was
totally amazing!

The pleasure of giving - 10 bicycles donated to the local school!

Salesman of the Year –
Werner Stegmann

IT’S OFFICIAL – GLTC & GRC
ISO CERTIFICATE ARRIVES!

Most Improved Salesman of the
Year – Grant Laight

JOHANNESBURG
WELCOMES
ANTHONY FOUCHE‘
Johannesburg officially became a separate branch on the
1st of August, headed up by Anthony Fouché, who has done
sterling work at the Cape Town branch over the past 5 years.

GLTC MD, Darryl Shafto and Quality Assurer, Heather Morgan proudly
hold the ISO 9001 accreditation certificate.

GLTC REVAMPS
SHOW ROOM
GLTC is proud to announce that it
now has a state-of-the-art demo
and show room to accompany its
facilities, which opened in 2014.
Ruan Alberts is responsible for
ensuring the demo room is always
ready for customer and dealer
visits!
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Anthony has taken on the role as
Regional Director Gauteng and
will oversee National Service in
order to bolster the initial liaison
between the two divisions.
Congratulations Anthony and
good luck in your new role,
which is well deserved.

RESTORING THE BEAUTY TO
DURBAN BEACHES
Durban recently experienced heavy rainfalls and floods which
left debris washed down from the rivers along the coastlines.
With the huge task of cleaning up resting on Parks & Beaches
and the Durban Municipality, Goscor’s Bobcat division took
it upon themselves to get involved in restoring the clean
coastlines.
Bobcat’s Brian Rachman commented,“We approached Parks
& Beaches manager, Bruce Blake, and Durban municipality’s
technical engineering manager, Godfrey Vella, to offer our
assistance.

SALES TRAINING ON
BACKHOE LOADERS
Bobcat SA hosted sales training for all sales representatives from
across the country at the Ekudeni Country Venue in Muldersdrift
from the 25th – 29th July. Training on the long-awaited Backhoe
Loaders was the focus of the weekend, with everyone getting
geared up to sell the new offering.

“Using the T870 Bobcat fitted with a skeleton bucket, we
managed to push and stock pile huge amounts of litter over a
3 day period from the Blue Lagoon river mouth. This machinery
enabled us to lift most of the heavy debris, leaving the beach
sand behind. For collecting the finer material, we used the new
beach cleaner attachment.”

SPRING HAS SPRUNG
The beginning of Spring was an exciting period for Bobcat SA
as both the Sales and Service/Parts Departments geared
to launch exciting promotions to drive sales and customer
loyalty.
The Sales department went out with the 5-Series Advantage
Package promotion selling the robust S530/S550 skidsteer
loaders at a competitive R499,000 including value added
extras.
The parts/service team launched a huge discount promo
on all tyres, genuine synthetic oils and labour costs. They
also offered free Bob-Check inspections and steam cleaning
on all machines. Both campaigns were well received and
proved true to our vision of being the first choice supplier of
world-class equipment and service.

Bobcats National Sales Team

Advantage campaign

Spring campaign

CPHA GOLF DAY
Bobcat KZN took part in the annual CPHA Golf Day at the Kloof
Country Club in Durban on the 12th of August. Bobcat hosted
two 4 balls with a few of their clients and they enjoyed a great
day of golf and networking.

GOSCOR GLOBE - Issue 3: 2016
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A NEW STAR IS BORN
GCE successfully launched the new
generation compact Walk-Behind
Scrubber from the well-known Tennant
cleaning equipment range called the
T300 on the 18th August. What’s
different about this new range?

It
combines
enhanced
operator
ergonomics
and
exclusive
Nano
technology to meet the cleaning needs
of a diverse range of environments.
The launch was held at Goscor Cleaning

KENDAL CLEANS
UP WITH THE
HPVR-1000

Equipment Head Office and was
well attended by media, cleaning
equipment industry leaders, as well
as Tony Siddle, Group Chairman and
representatives from Tennant Europe.

GHIBLI KEEPS
VIRGIN ACTIVE
CLEAN
Our award winning Ghibli cleaning
equipment range is working hard at
the well-known Virgin Active fitness
centres all over the country. You
can now enjoy an impeccably clean
and hygienic environment while
you are having your workout!

Hilton van Vuuren, GCE Specialist hands over
the new HPVR-1000 vacuum truck at Kendal
Power Station, situated about 40km from
Witbank in Mpumalanga.

CLEANING IN THE
FAST LANE
GCE partnered with Zwartkops Raceway
to clean the race track at all their events
using the Tennant S30.
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Welcome to Peter Esterhuizen who
has joined as GCE National Sales
Manager. He boasts 16 years in
the cleaning industry as well as
a passion for what he does! His 5
year mission is to grow GCE market
share and to use his expertise to
help build our reputation in the
market. In line with Goscor’s family
values, Peter embraces family time
as the most precious time on earth!

FLEET EXPANSION
During a June visit from Sharbel Kordahi
and Johan Gericke of Genie Industries,
Goscor Hi-Reach placed a number of
machine orders to meet the ongoing
expansion demands of Goscor Access
Rental.
George Landsberg, Goscor Hi-Reach’s
Managing Director, says the deal included
a number of bigger machines such as a
Genie SX-180, two SX-150 telescopic
boom lifts, two ZX-135 articulated boom
lifts, as well as a range of other boom

and scissor lifts, all due to be shipped to
South Africa shortly.
George says that while the national
economy is not great, demand for rental
machines continues to grow and the
expansion of their fleet is also part of the
plan to expand GAR’s national footprint.
The Goscor Group has recently undergone
some shareholder changes and the
current growth plans are supported and
encouraged by the new shareholders.

Sharbel Kordahi from Genie Industries with
George Landsberg - MD, GHR

MA AUTOMOTIVE
EAST LONDON
RECEIVE GENIE

HYDRALADA
TRAINING IN
NEW ZEALAND
GHR’ s J a cques Pretor i us , S a l es
Representative spent time in New
Zealand undergoing technical training
for the Hydralada range of equipment.
We interviewed him after his trip.
Q: Why did you go on the trip?
A: The trip was planned as a technical
training session for all the dealers to
learn in-depth technical skills on repairs
and inspections on the units. Although
I am in sales, I am technically-minded,
which assists when talking to customers
about the products. It was imperative
that all dealers attend the training to
keep up-to-date and perform the best
standard of repairs and inspection as
set out by Hydralada on the units.
Q: What was the focus on?
A: The focus was on the entire Hydralada
range, but mainly the Orchard Pickers
540,640 and 750 Maxis.

Q: Which other regions were
represented?
A: New Zealand, Australia and
Northern Australia.
Q: Any highlights/learnings from
the trip?
A: Witnessing the machines in
action on various farming sites and
in big numbers! The machines were
operated flawlessly and so efficiently;
which can provide major benefits in
high production farming and reduce
labour costs. It was great talking to
representatives from Australia and
ot her coun t ri es , di s coveri n g
the differences in mindset to South
Africa.

Fanie Hein manager at MA Automotive shows
thumbs up for service received from GHR with
Amanda Ngumbela, Goscor Marketing

MA Automotive (MA) East London Branch
Manager, Fanie , was delighted to receive
his Genie GS-3246 Scissor Lift.
MA Automotive, specialists in producing
and assembling steel automotive structural
parts, components, subassemblies and
modules, required a scissor lift to increase
their work production at elevated levels.
This is where Goscor Hi-Reach came in Carl, the sales rep for this deal, suggested
the Genie GS-3246 because of its ideal
manoeuvring ability and excellence in
both indoor and outdoor construction,
maintenance and installation applications.
Goscor and CLN Group of companies, of
which MA Automotive is a member, have
been working together for many years and
CLN continues to put their trust in Goscor
for their equipment needs and services.
Well done to everyone involved in this
transaction – you have strengthened our
long standing relationship with the group!
GOSCOR GLOBE - Issue 3: 2016
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IT’S GROWTH ALL-ROUND
FOR GAR CT

REACHING HIGH AT THE
WBHO GOLF DAY

GAR CT recently took delivery of a brand new Genie
GTH4014 Telehandler, the first in their fleet which will be
of great help to their clients working on sites such as the
Shoprite distribution centre currently under construction.

GAR sponsored a hole at the WBHO GOLF DAY held on the 22nd
of July. They had loads of great prizes and giveaways!

At the same time, GAR began the roll-out of the Internal
Technical Training program hosted by technical manager
Martin Welmans which consists of theory and practical
training on the telehandler range.
Branch manager Brent Viljoen says, “Martin’s experience
and willingness to pass on his knowledge to the up and
coming generation has created exciting times in CT’s
technical division.”
Martin mentions that GAR has planned a national roll out
of its internal technical training program with KZN next on
the list.

GAR HAS MOVED

HARBOURING OUR
MACHINE
Guess what we spotted at the KZN harbour – our Genie DZ
121 working hard!
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Goscor Access Rental is pleased to announce that
we’ve moved to a new premises that’s fully equipped to
help you with your needs to rent any access equipment.

RATO ENGINES ARE TOP NOTCH!
“We identified a gap in the market for a
high quality product that provides high
performance-at-affordable-prices,” says
GPP’s Managing Director, Mark Bester.

The Rato product range, which includes
petrol driven generators, engines,
fertilizer pumps (seen here) and trash
pumps, will be available to the African
markets from October 2016, with plans to
expand the product offering.

“Rato stands head and shoulders
above other Chinese brands and will
out-perform other products in terms of
quality, reliability and affordability. It is
a well-known and proven brand within
the middle and high end customer
sectors across Europe as well as in North
America.”

GPP was recently appointed as the official
distributor of the Rato power product
line up for the SADEC and East African
regions. In line with the agreement GPP
signed with Chongqing Rato Power Co.,
Ltd., Rato engines will power their entire
construction equipment range.

GPP has been testing the
Rato products over the
past 18 months and tests
confirm the products are not
only world class but are also
suitable for local markets,
especially construction.

GPP WELCOMES
NEW DEALERS

The comprehensive product portfolio,
including a complete range of parts and
spares, will also be supplied via the GPP
dealer support network across Southern
Africa including Botswana, Mozambique,
Namibia and Zambia.

IN THE MEDIA

ROOF OF AFRICA

Our new GPP summer 360-degree highpressure cleaner advert was placed in
the Dirt and Trail Magazine.

GPP will supply a high pressurewashing bay at the Roof of Africa
off-road biking event on the 30th of
November 2016.

FINAL Bike & Trail Ad.pdf

1

2016/09/08

12:04 PM

Mark Bester - MD of GPP says, “We
are excited to support this extreme
off-road biking event where quick
and efficient cleaning of equipment
is critical to each biker.”
The GPP team will do a recce in
October to start with preparations for
the event.
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Teresa Jackson, pictured here with our newly
appointed dealers from Cosmo Industrial.

FAREWELL SUBARU
After many years, GPP bids farewell to
Subaru, who announced that they would
be discontinuing their products in the
power product sector, but will continue
supplying parts until 2020. GPP is
excited for the journey ahead and would
like to thank Subaru for the long-term
relationship!
GOSCOR GLOBE - Issue 3: 2016
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A NEW OZEN OC2/20 AIR COMPRESSOR FOR COLEUS
Goscor KLG secured an unusual deal which involved all of their
offerings including air audits, air hire and sales with long standing
customer, Coleus Packaging, when they recently purchased 2
new air compressors after an initial rental.

would be more expensive. Duane, who led the deal, compared the
annual hire rate to purchase price and found that it would be more
economically beneficial for Coleus to buy two new units.

Coleus Packaging, the largest supplier of metal bottle closures
(crowns) for the brewing and bottling industries, produces over 6
billion units a year and supplies over 10 countries.
When one of Coleus Packaging’s air compressors suffered a
major breakdown, they hired a unit from KLG in order to prevent
any further production downtime.
Compressed air is a major requirement of bottle crown production
and a solution was needed fast. KLG, based less than 500m
from Coleus Packaging, installed a suitable unit and it was back
to business in good time!
Coleus Packaging invited KLG to do an on-site audit of their
compressed air usage. KLG completed the task and recommended
that they purchase a new air compressor as long-term rental

Coleus Packaging’s Tebogo stands proudly next to the new KLG air
compressor.

JHB BRANCH OF THE YEAR 2016
Congratulations to GRC Joburg, who won Rental Department of
the year at the National GLTC Sales Conference.

NEWBIE’S
FIRST SALE
Well done to Tebogo
Mohlaka, Junior Sales
Rep for Goscor Rental
Company, who signed
her first deal after a
month of being with the
company!
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UNIQUE
MATRIC
DANCE
ENTRANCE
GRC rented out a forklift
for a matric dance
(instead of a limo)! What
a cool idea!

Our RENT AND
WIN offer runs
until the end of
November.

EARTHMOVING
EQUIPMENT

A ROYAL VISIT
Goscor Earthmoving Equipment had the pleasure of hosting the President of Sany
Global, Mr Xiang Wenbo at their offices in Alrode on the 13th of September.
Mr Wenbo was in the country for various other business engagements including the Air
Show held in Pretoria. He paid the GEM team a special visit as the new dealers of Sany
equipment in South Africa.

NEW HOME.
NEW BEGINNINGS!
GEM was launched in May this year
and since then, they have been sharing
offices with Bobcat SA in Alrode. Their
co-habitation was recently made official
when Marketing had signage installed at
the premises.
Herewith some snaps of the lovely signage.

DELIVERY TO THE
US EMBASSY

SCISSOR LIFT
TRAINING

Stanley Dludla, Sales Manager, SIE and
Dumisani Mashaba, Product Specialist,
SIE delivered 3 machines to the US
Embassy. These included a Crown Wave,
Tennant T12 and T3, all of which will
be used at their warehouse in Pretoria.
According to Stan, there are more orders
in the pipe line!

The Shumani sales team recently
underwent scissor lift training with Carl
van Dyk at the Hi-Reach offices and
received certificates to operate these
machines. Congratulations to Stanley
Dludla – Sales manager, Dumisani
Mashaba – Product Specialist, Kedi
Moletswa – Internal sales, Anele Mooi –
Internal Sales

Dumisani Mashaba, Product Specialist,
demonstrating a Delphin DG 150 at BOTASH
SA.

COLD CALLING
PAYS OFF
Congratulations to Anele Mooi,
Internal Sales – who sold 2
vacuum cleaners to a client during
one of her cold call visits.
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SLIPPERY SLOPE

GHR STEPS OUT

Can you tell their character by their
slippers? Our teams show-off their
footwear on Slipper Day at our offices!

Friday fun-and-fancy shoe day at Goscor Hi-Reach!

Our Joburg team

Our Cape Town team

Carl van Dyk

Eleanor Gilmour

SHOUT-OUT CORNER
Darling Yvette

Goscafe ladies
A huge shout-out goes out to the ladies
behind the Goscafe. You are all doing an
amazing job feeding us all! Thanks for
constantly coming up with new ways to
make everyone’s lives a little easier and
healthier.

Lindi goes the extra mile
Shaun Morton, MD – GRC & MPM
and team would like to send a
shout-out to Lindi Botha – Adhoc
Administrator at GRC and commend
her on the wonderful work and the
positive difference she has made
on the SAB account. The customer
is extremely happy and has sent an
e-mail expressing her gratitude.
From left (standing): Mam Nomsa,
Nono, Lettie, and Phindi. Prudence and
Nhlanhla (bending)

Tr a c e y B r o w n , S A B ’ s F l e e t
Administrator wrote in an email:
“Thank you for your dedication in
ensuring timeously that Devland is
priority throughout the month, but
especially during my month-end.
Please don’t leave us again.”
Keep up the good work. Your team
mates, Barbara and Trudy appreciate
it very much!

16
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The admin ladies at GLTC Joburg send
a heartfelt thank you to Yvette Greyling,
PA to MD. Shireen, Gertrude and Busi
say they couldn’t have asked for a better
manager. Yvette is the epitome of Ubuntu.
“Yvette is caring, loving and she is one
of the strongest people we know,” says
Shireen.
“She is a confidant, a mentor and leader.
She is beautiful both on the inside and
outside. Thank you for always being so
helpful and understanding. You are truly
a phenomenal woman. We love you”, say
the ladies.

STAFF NEWS

CARING FOR
OUR ANIMALS
Mark Aitken-Smith, Field technician
GCE, H/O and his wife Bronwen
are currently foster parents for an
organisation called The Dachshund
Haven and their current foster fur
child is Milo. There are a number
of other beautiful dachshunds
available for adoption, all subject to
an adoption fee and home checks.

The GCE team and families turned up in numbers for the 702 Walk the Talk – all for a
good cause! An energetic and fun day was had by all!

There are many breed specific
rescue organisations (most are on
Facebook) so if you’re looking for a
pet, consider adopting one of these
pets rather than backyard breeders.

LOVE IS IN THE
AIR
Congratulations to Hannes Louw,
GPP Johannesburg, who got
engaged to his long-time girlfriend,
Mandy Walker on the 19th of
August.

Wishing a warm happy birthday to baby
Isaac Subroyan, who turns one on the
7th October – daughter to Magesheni
Subroyan, GPP’s Creditors Controller

GOSCOR BABIES
It’s a girl for Tyrone Peterson –GLTC’s
Regional Manager and his wife
who welcomed Farrah
Peterson on the 23rd
of August 2016
weighing in at 3kg
and 50cm in height.
Congratulations!

MIRACLE BABY
TURNS FOUR

GOSCOR KIDDIES

We would like to congratulate Peter
Gething and his family on the fourth
birthday of their amazing little girl,
Mckenzy Paige Gething. She was
born weighing 1kg at 28 weeks (12
weeks prem) and spent 54 days in
an incubator. She is in perfect health!
Keanu Bothma

Makayla Marx

Is Keanu Bothma going to follow in his
mom’s footsteps (Christelle Bothma,
GCE Johannesburg) to become the
next generation of Goscor Group
employees? We hope so!

Spot the lipstick and style … is Makayla
M a r x ( d aug hter of D ebby Mar x ,
Marketing Manager – HO) growing up
to become a corporate woman just like
her mommy, red lips and all?
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ACHIEVEMENTS

A GOSCOR KIND
OF COMRADE!
Thousands of runners, supporters and
volunteers came together to make the
91st Comrades Marathon one of the most
memorable races yet, and one of them was
our very own HR Manager, Adri Dornbrack.
Her message to all of you is that nothing is
impossible when God is by your side. She
finished this memorable race in 11 hours
and 46 min. Well done Adri.

BIKER BOY BRIAN
Brian Hansell, Field Technician GCE –
KZN, is not just very good at his job, but he
is also a keen biker. He belongs to a biker
group called ACE OUT. Brian will be with
the GCE team in KZN for 10 years in April
next year and will turn 65 in November.
Well done Brian!!

GCE ALL DECKED
OUT
The GCE KZN techies ready for
excellent service in their new uniforms!

Rodd Gielink, Workshop Manager:
Doosan GLTC – KZN is a foreman that has
many talents.

Congratulations to Wilna Bester,
Debtors Clerk & Admin Assistant,
GAR – JHB for achieving a Level Two
in First Aid Practice.

FUNNIES

Too close for comfort

Calvin, our Doosan driving
force
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Monkey in a Goscor cage,
Strini

IT’s newest team mate, a
wireless mouse

Way past your bed time Posh

Lindi Botha,
MPM’s big bull fighter

KZN Director, Mike Keats with former Bok lok,
Krynauw Otto and forward, Adri Geldenhuis at
a rugby game recently. No small task for our
Keatzowitz!

FIFTEEN YEARS

LONG SERVICE AWARDS

Rebecca Bosch, Bobcat, CT

Patrick Barber, GLTC, JHB

TEN YEARS

Deric Knox, Bobcat, JHB

Joe Pearson, GHR

Megan Bauchop, GCE, JHB

Vance Oostendorp, Bobcat, CT

Adam Leenders, Bobcat, JHB

Sekabi Komako, Bobcat, JHB

Elvis Sindane, GAR

Alex Mohlapamaswi, GCE, JHB

FIVE YEARS

David Mqadi, GLTC, JHB

David Bester,
GPP, JHB

Leon van Zelderen, GKLG

Leon Rautenbach,
GPP, JHB

Jack Thupeti Matjila,
GHR

Cindy Ncube, GLTC, JHB

Mavis Mteto,
GHR

Anthony Fouche, GLTC, JHB

Sifiso Biyela,
GHR

Shaun Morton, GLTC, JHB
GOSCOR GLOBE - Issue 3: 2016
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NEW EMPLOYEES
BOBCAT

Percia du Bois, Sales
Administrator

GAR

Nicole Chetty, Junior
Workshop Administrator,
JHB

GCE

Ramone Weston,
Workshop Assistant, CT

Alex Taya, Internal
Workshop Technician, PE

Annette Sansom, Service
Administrator, GCE, PE

Debbie Ah-Tow, Sales
Secretary, JHB

Tholinhlanhla Ntuli, Spray
Painter, JHB

GLTC

Akhona Tyani, Assistant
Technician, JHB

Delmaine Fillis,
Parts Counter
Sales, CP

Betty Masuku, Service
Admin, JHB

Eleanore David,
Sales Secretary,
JHB

Chanal Gunpath, Service
Admin, JHB

Enock Nghalana,
Workshop
Technician, JHB

Jonathan Rall,
Area Sales
Manager, DBN

Vuyisa Tyali, Assistant
Field Service
TEchnician, JHB

Sipho Nkosi, Trainee
Auto Technician, JHB

SIE

Anele Mooi, Telesales, SIE
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Dumisani Mashaba,
Product Specialist, SIE

Garyan Adolph, Sales
Executive, SIE

Thakane Salema, Cleaner,
SIE

